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Some entrepreneurs are great at stepping into the limelight and marketing themselves and 

their business to the world. They thrive in the attention and use it to further their business. But 

some entrepreneurs would rather not be involved in the limelight and keep themselves relatively 

out of the picture, allowing their businesses to speak for them. Judy Falkner is one such 

entrepreneur; since the founding of her business, Epic Systems, she has kept largely out of the 

limelight. “She doesn’t want the spotlight on her,” explained her spokesperson to Forbes when 

they asked for an interview with her.  

Although in recent years, Falkner has become more involved with the public than before. 

Despite this change, not a lot of personal information is known about Falkner personally; what is 

known is that she received her undergraduate in mathematics from Dickinson College in 

Pennsylvania. She further her education and graduated from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison with a master’s in computer science, which she used to begin building her company.  

Epic Systems is a healthcare corporation that sells electronic health records and operates 

from its home base in Verona, Wisconsin. The business is privately owned by Falkner. She 

doesn’t often release information about the internal workings of the company, which has earned 

her some criticism about the company and not being translucent. Despite that, Epic Systems 

continues to do well as a healthcare giant in the field, with $1.77 billion in revenue in 2014. 

Epic’s success puts Falkner around $1.7 billion, as estimated by Forbes. 

One of the incredible things about Falkner and her company is she started without outside 

help or revenue, except a $6,000 investment from Falkner’s parents in 1979. Then, it wasn’t Epic 

Systems but Human Services Computing. Epic was all self-funded from its start; Falkner never 

got aid from private investors or ventures. And from that small investment and with her few 

workers, she has turned Epic Systems into a health care business that has around 40% of the US 

population’s medical information stored in its systems. Epic was one of the first healthcare 

businesses to go from paper patient records to digital, proving that Epic was able to keep ahead 

of the curve. The change from paper to electronic has been able to improve patient healthcare, as 

computers can search for vital information that can mean life or death for a patient.  

Epic Systems boasts a huge roster of big-name medical clientele. Among those on the 

roster are Minnesota Rochester Mayo Clinic, CVS MinuteClinic, Oakland, Kaiser Permanente, 

the Coastguard and Partners HealthCare. Although the Coastguard recently dropped Epic 

Systems from its rosters, Falkner revealed that they didn’t know why they were dropped and are 

going through their programs and systems to improve their usability.  
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